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Extraordinary luxury
requires an extraordinary home

Luxury Desire Box provides all-round inspiration

with its combination of elegance, functionality

and technical sophistication.

The Venetian mirror only reveals your treasures

on activation of the interior lighting.
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Extraordinary luxury
requires innovative technology

Precisely crafted lifting mechanisms gently raise

the front shutter and open the door on the

object of desire.
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Extraordinary displays
at home or on the shop floor

Luxury Desire Tower rotates around its own axis. Products

are shown in their very best light.

The tinted glass and optionally lockable rotating door

protect your high class accessories.
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Extraordinary functions
require intelligent control

A sophisticated control system enables all functions to

be guided via a specially developed Smartphone or

a front button:

- Sequence of colours or static colour

- Presentation mode (constant sequence run-throughs)

- Step mode (to the next shelf)

- Direct selection from the product library

- Front door of the box opens electronically

LUXURY DESIRE



Extraordinary requests
require custom-made solutions

Luxury Desire meets the greatest of expectations with a variety of versions,

finishes and surfaces. As well as supplying standard versions, we also

cater to special requests regarding size and finish.

Depending on the height of the footwear and how it is arranged Luxury

Desire Box 70 and Luxury Desire Tower can accommodate up to 36 pairs

of shoes.
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White high gloss

LUXURY DESIRE BOX
Corpus

High gloss paint finish in black or white. Real wood veneers with

matt paint or oiled finishes. Custom-made paints on request.

Black high gloss Nut wood Wild oak Beech heart-wood

White Black Brown

Shelves

Satinated acrylic glass with a skid strip and optional intermediate

shelf for use as required.

Soft white

LUXURY DESIRE TOWER
Corpus

Aluminium structure, durable coating with a soft matt finish.

Other colours on request.

Soft black Elements brown

Smoked

Outer panels and shelves

Curved revolving door and side panels made of hardened

smoked glass, acrylic glass surfaces with a suitable coloured tint.

LUXURY DESIRE
Antique Nature Modern

Door handle

Genuine leather revolving door handle with harmonious

colour-contrast seams. Door optional with a cylinder lock.
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